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JULY  NEWS

This newsletter is 
posted on the 

website: 
www.molescroftpri

mary.net

From the website it 
is possible to click 
on the SCHOOL 

BLOG which is an 
online 

photographic diary 
of life at the 

school.

Exhibition of Work and Culture 
Evening … Please be there to share the work of 
your children. 
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On Thursday 29th June the 
School will be hosting its 
annual Exhibition of Work 
Evening. The whole school 
will be open and pupils are 
encouraged to bring their 
parents to school between 
5pm and 8pm  

The children should be your 
guide and show you their 
work and classrooms.  
Teachers are all here for 
informal discussions.  In 
addition parents are 
encouraged to have a look 
all around the school, in 
other classrooms and to 
have a look at what 

everyone else has been 
doing. Certainly it is 
recommended that parents 
have a look at the 
classrooms their children are 
transferring to. 

Staff will be available in the 
Conservation Area so please 
do go and have a look at the 
habitats.  Not to be missed 
are the class garden tubs, 
each designed by a class 
this year around the theme 
of “Tubs of Culture”. Which is 
your favourite?

As before there will be a 
rolling programme of music.  

We sincerely hope that 
Parent/Carers will facilitate 
their children being on time 
to perform.  The choir always 
delight and their programme 
as always is a closely 
guarded secret.  
Year 2 will be performing 
again for us.  This is the third 
year that Year 2 will attend 
the Big Little Sing at the Spa 
in Bridlington in the following 
week.   This year however 
we have added some special 
features as we are making 
the evening into a cultural 
extravaganza linked to the 
Hull City of Culture 
celebrations. 

http://www.molescroftprimary.net
http://www.molescroftprimary.net
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EVENING
The Programme 

5:30 pm The Orchestra
6:20 pm Y2:Big Little 

Sing
6:50 pm Y3 Recorders
7:05 pm Y4 Recorders
7:20 pm Y5 & Y6 
                      Recorders
7:40 pm The Choir

Please do consider all the 
work that has been put in to 
preparing for this evening.  It 
is such a disappointment 
when after all the hard work 
and commitment shared by 
staff and pupils, there are 
gaps.  Notably the Y5/Y6 recorders.  I have heard them in rehearsal and it is amazing.  They 
are playing the Star Wars Theme and it is truly astounding.  I am sure you will be impressed, 
but if the children are thin on the ground it will not have the impact it deserves.

Each class has been commissioned to produce a large painting based on a feature of Hull in 
the style of a chosen artist. They are stunning and are to be viewed in every classroom.  In 
addition for this year’s Yorkshire in Bloom each class has planted “A Tub of Culture” so please 
do enjoy the wonderful exhibition and take time to visit every classroom and outside.  The tubs 
are inspired! I wonder if you will agree with the judges from the Royal Horticultural Society.

In addition I am delighted to announce that local Musician Katie Spencer is to be 
performing for us.  Katie Spencer is a singer songwriter inspired by the people 
and her surroundings in the Yorkshire countryside. Enjoying music from a young 
age has developed her ever-evolving and infinite musical tastes and influences, 
including John Martyn and Led Zeppelin. Katie began to teach herself to play the 
guitar in December 2012 and soon after started writing refreshingly mature 
songs that quieten the room, as you accompany their characters on evocative 
and poignant journeys.  Katie will be performing in the Central Courtyard.  She 
will be joined by Musical Moles, Jessica and Archie Kneeshaw and Jessie 
Wescott, returning to their old school to perform for us proving that … Once a 
mole …

It promises to be a lovely evening, which I hope will reaffirm all that makes this school and its 
community so special. The Friends Association will also be providing refreshments.
Please note for everyone’s safety and comfort a one way system will operate through 
the hall.  In addition Parent/Carers are encouraged not to bring prams/pushchairs into 
the school and through the corridors. Wherever possible, please use external routes to 
the classrooms.  Every room has an external door. 

REPORTS 

These will be published 
before the Exhibition of 
Work Evening.

SAT results for Year 6 will 
be published later when 
the results arrive in 
school

LEFT                         
Singer Songwriter:     
Katie Spencer



Bouncy 
Castle

Teachers in 
the Stocks

Tombola

Plus much more

Ice 
Creams

Games

SUMMER FAIR 2017

FUN FOR EVERYONE!!

Friday 23rd June
3.30pm 6pm

INCLUDINGBUNGEE FUN RUN
INCLUDINGBUNGEE FUN RUN

Bouncy Slide
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Nicola Bailey

Following the Parent/Carer survey last 
summer, it was suggested that in order to 
help parents to get a better knowledge of 
the governing body, a feature should be 
included in the newsletter.

Thank you to Community Governor: Mrs. 
Nicola Bailey for this month’s feature.

I have been a governor at Molescroft Primary 
School since 2011; prior to that I was a 
governor at Beverley Manor Nursery School.  
My governor links are with the ‘Arts’ and ‘Special Educational Needs and 
Disabilities’.  My brother and I are ex-Moles and my two children both attended 
Molescroft.  I have a keen interest in special educational needs and supporting 
pupils to reach their full potential.  My own son, Jack, aged 13, has autism, so I 
have experienced first hand both the joys and challenges of bringing up a child 
who follows a slightly different path. He loved his time at Molescroft and likes to 
come back and help with events such as the Christmas Fayre and the annual 
Theatre Club production.  I also have a daughter, Jessica, who is almost 15 and 
loves comedy.  She particularly started to like catchphrases during Year 5 at 
Molescroft, when her class teacher could always be relied upon to inadvertently 
say something funny and make everyone laugh.

I have been involved in education either as pupil, student or employee since 
starting school in January 1978!  Since September 2016 I have worked as a 
teaching assistant at Beverley High School.  Prior to that I was employed for 13 
years as a study skills tutor at Bishop Burton College.  In both of these roles I 
have worked closely with children and young people with dyslexia, dyspraxia and 
autism.  I can attest to the fact that with the right support, encouragement and 
understanding there are lots of opportunities for people who may have extra 
challenges and struggles but who with determination can succeed.  

I continue to enjoy my role as governor and particularly like to be part of the 
audience when the children are involved in anything musical.  Although I know a 
lot of songs and shows I’m afraid I have never mastered an instrument and 
cannot sing a note!  Therefore, I am always impressed by the talent of the pupils 
of Molescroft Primary School.  I am especially looking forward to seeing this 
year’s production, Starlight Express, and know that once again the children will 
put on an excellent show.
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STARS 
THE FINAL 
COUNTDOWN 

Knowing the times 
tables facts is the one 
single factor, which can 
have the most impact on 
pupils’ performance in 
Maths. 

As part of our 20 Ideas for 
20% gain campaign we 
have as you know been 
focussing on Times Tables.  
I am pleased to announce 
that we have our eight 
finalists for the Final 
Challenge on Friday 23rd 
June 2017. They will be 
treated as “Rock Royalty” 
for the day before featuring 
in a spectacular Times 
Tables Rock Band in 
assembly. They will 
compete to be crowned the 
Molescroft Times Table 
Rock Star of the Year 2017 
and to win a trophy which 
will no doubt dominate the 
winner’s home mantelpiece! 

I aim that this 
will become an annual 
event and therefore part of 
the pattern of the Molescroft 
year. 

Children in Year 2 to 4 
should also be encouraged 
to develop their fast times 
tables recall as 
multiplication and division 
questions in preparation for 
when they too will be able 
to take the challenge in 
Year 5 and 6. All work done 
now will be an investment 

in their chance to become a 
times table superstar. 

JAM JARS 
Big Bounce for the top 
collecting class 
In preparation for the FOMS 
Summer Fun Night we shall be 
having our extremely popular 
Jam Jar Stalls.  Once again 
there will be a prize for the class 
which brings the most jars filled 
with exciting things e.g sweets 
(in wrappers), paperclips, hair 
slides, bobbles, rubbers, 
anything you can think of.

THE FINALISTS 

YEAR 5  
Raghav Mittal             

Angelina Huang       
Kaitlyn Gow        

Oliver Lawton 

YEAR 6 
George Egdell     

Hayden Bennett      
Zehra Irshad        
Amelia Sadler 

  


SAFE IN THE SUN 
Keep safe this summer 

Just a reminder that it is recommended 
that pupils have a wide brimmed or 
foreign legion style hat which protects 
the neck.  Pupils are also recommended 
to have sun cream at school but the 
following protocol must be observed.

The sun cream must be clearly 
labelled with the child’s name.

The sun cream must be kept in the box 
provided in each class – NOT in book 
bags, coats or pockets.

Each child must be trained at home how 
to best apply his or her own sun cream.  
Teachers and supervisors cannot apply 
sun cream for your child unless there is 
a medical requirement, this being dealt 
with through the Administration of 
Medicines Policy.

Parents may consider applying a cream 
on their children which will last a full day, 
which clearly makes things easier at 
school, although last year there was 
some debate as to whether this was 
safe enough.  I leave it to you to decide 
what you prefer.

PLEASE MAKE SURE 
YOUR CHILD IS 
PROTECTED  
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Slip Slop Slap Seek Slide 
SUN SAFETY ... SAFETY 
FOR CHILDREN 

 
Encouraging children to take 
simple precautions will 
prevent both short and long 
term sun damage while 
allowing them to enjoy their 
time outside.

• Infants under 12 
months should be 
kept in the shade.

• Cover up children with 
hats, protective 
clothing and 
sunglasses.

• Use a sunscreen with 
an appropriate SPF 
factor for each family 
member based on 
individual skin type.

• Limit the time spent in 
the 

midday sun when the 

SUN PROTECTION
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Maintaining our OLYMPIC LEGACY  by 
continuing the innovations introduced in 2012 
PLEASE ENSURE YOUR CHILD IS PROTECTED 
AGAINST THE SUN, EVEN ON A GREY DAY, U.V 
LEVELS CAN BE VERY HIGH 
As for the last five years our Sports Days are to be held on two 
consecutive mornings. In 2017 our “Moleympic Games” are to be 
held on Monday 26th June for KS2 and on Wednesday 28th 
June for FY / KS1 (note alternate days for some events) with 
Friday 7th July as a reserve.  Not only are there to be the 
traditional track and field events there are going to be additional 
events in table tennis (club members), gymnastics (club 
members), Badminton (club members) and tennis (seeded 
through a trial event organised earlier in June).  There will be 
refreshments including cream and jam scones provided by the 
Friends Association.  The timing of all this is described below: 
MONDAY 26th JUNE
9:15 am. KS2 Athletics
Procession of competing nations, 20 teams representing 
Olympic host nations.
9:30 am. FY/KS1 Gymnastics Tournament in the hall
9:30 am. Athletics Competition begins followed by Medals 
Ceremony
10:00 am. KS1 Tennis Tournament on the playground
11:45 pm. KS2 Gymnastics Team present a closing ceremony 
routine on the field

WEDNESDAY 28th JUNE
9:15 a.m : FY/KS1 Athletics
Procession of competing nations, 15 teams representing 
Olympic host nations.
9:30 am.  Competition begins followed by Medals Ceremony
9:30 am. KS2 Tennis Tournament on the playground
9:30 am. KS2 Table Tennis Tournament in the Atrium
9:30 am KS2 Badminton Tournament in the Hall

Our sports days follow the guidance of the English Schools’ 
Athletic Association.  Mr. Wood and Miss Fullam will be delighted 
to hear from anyone available to help on these days.  
Guests are welcome to all of the above.  All guests must register 
through the main entrance and receiving the guest sticker of the 
day to wear.  If there is any chance that a guest will not be 
recognised by the office staff, photo I.D. must be brought.  It is 
not possible to accommodate adult guests for lunch on these 
dates.

WE KINDLY REQUEST THAT GUESTS BRING THEIR 
OWN GARDEN SEATS IF THEY WISH TO SIT DOWN 

DURING THE EVENTS.
There are no spaces for adult guests at lunch               

on these days

Children are practising a range of 
recommended Athletics Events in 

advance of our meetings.  The children 
will have challenges set in each 

discipline and will score points for their 
team according to achieving a Gold, 

Silver, Bronze level.  These challenges 
will be appropriate to their age and 

gender.  Children will work in teams and 
points will go towards the team score.   

Each team member will be able to make 
a substantial contribution to their team’s 

performance.  As children achieve a 
Gold, Silver or Bronze level  a sticker 
will be awarded.  Points will then be 
tallied at the end.  In addition real 

medals have been commissioned for 
Gold, Silver and Bronze teams and 

Gold, Silver and Bronze winners in the 
specialist extra events.

Guests are welcome to all elements 
of the Commonmole Games 

package.  All guests must register 
through the main entrance. PLEASE 
DO NOT DROP OFF A CHILD AND 

WAIT IN THE GROUNDS. Each 
guest will wear a sticker.  If there is 
any chance that a guest will not be 
recognised by the office staff, photo 

I.D. must be brought.  
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As always, I am indebted to the staff and volunteers who give up so much to offer extra curricular activities to our children. 
Below is a list of Clubs which operate at school.  Clubs in bold indicate a change.  Clubs in italics are provided through the 
Extended Schools Initiative, are NOT staffed by Molescroft, have a booking form AND usually incur a small fee. 
(CODE) indicates the location of/changing for club e.g Y5BN = Y5 room Mrs. Nicholls / (Y2JW) = Y2 room Mr. Williams
Day     Time            Club         Age Groups Leader
Daily

12:30pm - 1:00pm Lego Therapy (IC) (by invitation)  Mrs. Charlton
Enrichment Clubs: various days and times (watch out for separate letters from Mrs. Lazenby)

Monday  
8am - 8:40am  Enhancing Spanish (FY) Y5 to Y6                    Mrs. Schravesande
12:00 noon - 1pm Library is open Y6 & Y4 Mrs. Tippett
12:00pm – 12:30pm Chess (Y6VT) Intermediate Mrs Coward
12 noon - 12:35pm Routines Dance (Y2SP) Y3 Mrs. Bulless
12:35pm - 1:10pm Routines Dance (Y2SP) Y2 Mrs. Bulless
12:00pm - 12:35pm Spanish for Beginners (FY) Y1 to Y4           Mrs. Schravesande
12:35pm - 1:10pm Spanish for Beginners (FY) Y1 to Y4           Mrs. Schravesande
12:30pm - 1:00pm Craft Club (Y1) Y1 & Y2     Miss Spencer & Mrs. Dixon
12:30pm - 1:10pm Talented Artists (Y4SL) By Invitation  Mrs. Ripley

 12:30pm - 1:10pm Inspiring Writing (Y5BR) Y5 & Y6 Mr. Rowsell
 Sept 2017  3:30pm - 4:30pm Tag Rugby (Y4SM) Y3 to Y6 Tigers Sport Ed Trust

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mr. Morton’s classroom.
3:30pm - varies Theatre Club (see schedule) Y4 to Y6 Mr. Loncaster

ATTENDANCE ORGANISED BY REHEARSAL TIMETABLE from APRIL 24th. 
Tuesday

12 noon - 12:35pm Routines Dance (Y5BN) Y5 Mrs. Bulless
12:00 noon - 1pm Library is open Y4 & Y5 Y6 Volunteers
12:35 - 1:10pm Routines Dance (Y5BN) Y4 Mrs. Bulless
12:30pm – 1:00pm Christian Club (FY) All              Miss Fullam, Mrs Norman, Mrs Hulse

Please note this is a religious/faith club; in the style of a ‘Sunday School’, 
Parents/carers should inform the school if they wish their child not to attend

12:00pm – 12:30pm Chess for all (Y6VT) Beginners Mrs Coward 
              12:35pm – 1:10pm  iPad Club (Y6MB) Y6       Mr Britton

3:30pm – 4:30pm   Hockey Coaching (Y3KS) Y3 TO Y6 Tigers Sport Ed Trust
In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Miss Spencer’s classroom. 

3:30pm – 4:30pm Boys Football (Y2JW)        Y3 & Y4                Mr. Williams & Mr. Morton
In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mr. Wood’s classroom.

 3:30pm - 4:30pm Table Tennis (Atrium) Y6 Mrs Coward 
3:30pm - 4:30pm Basketball (Y5BR) Y4/Y5/Y6 Mr. Rowsell

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mr. Rowsell’s classroom.
3.40pm – 4.35pm       Gymnastics (FYCP) Y1 - Y2      Head Coach of Meridian Gym
4:35pm – 5:35pm  Gymnastics (FYCP) Y3-Y6 & Advanced     “ “ “

Wednesday
12:00 - 12:35pm Routines Dance (Y6VT) Y6 Mrs. Bulless
12:00 noon - 1pm Library is open Y5 & Y6 Y6 Volunteers
12:35 - 1:10pm Routines Dance (Y6VT) Y1 Mrs. Bulless
12:30pm - 1:00pm             Jigsaw Club (Y2SP) Y1 & Y2 Miss Powers
12:30pm - 1:15pm Frenchtastic  next steps  (FY) KS2 Mrs. McKie
3:30pm – 4:30pm   Football Coaching (FY) FY TO Y2 Tigers Sport Ed Trust
 Children to change in FOUNDATION Room. Parents may support in the room, but not go further into school

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in the changing room.
3:30pm - 4:30pm Code Club (IC) Y4 toY6 Mr. Médard de Chardon
3:30pm - 4:30pm Badminton (Parish Centre) Y3 to Y6 Tigers Sport Ed Trust
 4:30pm - 5:30pm Badminton for girls (PC) Y3 to Y6 Mr. I. Brice

Enrichment Clubs: various days and times (watch out for separate letters from Mrs. Lazenby)
PLEASE NOTE ALL EVENING CLUBS: THE COLLECTION POINT FOR PARENTS IS THE SCHOOL FOYER and THE 
FOUNDATION STAGE COURTYARD.  CHILDREN WILL LEAVE CLUBS VIA THE FOUNDATION STAGE COURTYARD.

AFTER 4:15PM THERE IS NO ACCESS FROM THE SCHOOL RECEPTION INTO THE SCHOOL.

ADULTS WATCHING THE OUTDOOR CLUBS MUST NOW LEAVE THE SITE 
VIA THE SOUTH GATE ONTO THE CUL DE SAC

Staff will unlock the gates to enable an exit.
To spectate at clubs, adults must be on site at the start of the club. Access is not 

available after the club has begun.

CLUBS: Making More of Molescroft 
FROM THE WEEK COMMENCING: Monday 26th June 2017 
ALL INDOOR, AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS CLOSE ON 30th JUNE (except Theatre Club) 
ALL OUTDOOR, AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS CLOSE ON 7th JULY 



As always, I am indebted to the staff and volunteers who give up so much to offer extra curricular activities to our children. 
Below is a list of Clubs which operate at school.  Clubs in bold indicate a change.  Clubs in italics are provided through the 
Extended Schools Initiative, are NOT staffed by Molescroft, have a booking form AND usually incur a small fee. 
(CODE) indicates the location of incl. changing for the club e.g Y5BN = Y5 room Mrs. Nicholls / (Y2JW) = Y2 room Mr. 
Williams
Day     Time            Club         Age Groups Leader
Thursday

12:00 noon - 1pm Library is open Y3 & Y2 Y6 Volunteers
12:30pm - 1:15pm Frenchtastic for beginners  (FY) FY to Y2 Mrs. McKie
12:30pm – 1:00pm    Sewing & Knitting (Y6VT)  Y5/Y6    Mrs Coward
12.30pm – 1.00pm             Choir (Y6MB)               Y3 - Y6 Mr Britton
12:00pm - 12:35pm Gardening Club Y4 Mrs. Goff 
12:30pm - 1:00pm  Horrible Histories (Y2JW) Y1 & Y2 Mr. Williams
3:30pm - 4:30 pm Netball Club (Y6VT) Y5 & Y6     Mrs. Mitchell-Smith

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mrs. Tippett’s Room. 
 3:30pm - 4:30pm Ultimate Frisbee (Y3KS) Y4 - Y6 Mr. Médard de Chardon

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Miss Spencer’s classroom.
3:30pm - 4:15pm  Zumba with Street Dance (Y1EJ) Y1 & Y2 Mrs. P. Rimmer
3:30pm - 4:30pm Girls Football (Y3MW) Y3 - Y6      Miss Johns

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mr. Wood’s classroom.
4:30pm - 5:15pm Tennis (Parish Centre) FY to Y2 Advantage Coaching
5:15pm - 6:00pm Tennis (Parish Centre) Y3—Y4 Advantage Coaching

Friday
12:00 noon - 1pm Library is open Y2 & Y3 Y6 Volunteers
12:00 - 12:35pm Urban  Dance (Y4SM) Y3 - Y4 Mrs. Bulless
12:35 - 1:10pm Urban Dance (Y4SM) Y5 - Y6 Mrs. Bulless
12:30pm – 13:00pm  KS1 Maths Enrichment (FY) By invitation Mr. Atkinson
12:30pm – 1:00pm     Guitar  (Y6MB)          Y2 - Y6          Mr Britton
12:30 - 1:10pm Sewing Machine Club (Y3MW) Y6 Mrs. Koder

   12:35pm – 1:10pm     Stamps (Y5BN) Everyone        Mrs. Coward
12:35pm - 1:10pm Vocalise (Singing) (Y2JW) Y1 & Y2 Mr. Williams
 2:15pm – 3:05pm Orchestra (Hall) By invitation Mrs. Walker 
3:30pm – 4:30pm Boys Football (Y5BR) Y5/Y6 Mrs. Coward 

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Mr. Rowsell’s classroom.
3:30pm - 4:30pm  Zumba with Street Dance (Own Classrooms) Y3 to Y6 Mrs. P. Rimmer
3:30pm – 4:30pm Netball Club (Y3KS) Y3/Y4 Miss Spencer

In light rain the club will continue outside.  In heavy rain an indoor activity will be provided in Miss Spencer’s classroom.
PLEASE NOTE ALL EVENING CLUBS: THE COLLECTION POINT FOR PARENTS IS THE SCHOOL FOYER and THE 
FOUNDATION STAGE COURTYARD.  CHILDREN WILL LEAVE CLUBS VIA THE FOUNDATION STAGE COURTYARD.

AFTER 4:15PM THERE IS NO ACCESS FROM THE SCHOOL RECEPTION INTO THE SCHOOL.

ADULTS WATCHING THE OUTDOOR CLUBS MUST NOW LEAVE THE SITE 
VIA THE SOUTH GATE ONTO THE CUL DE SAC

Staff will unlock the gates to enable an exit.
To spectate at clubs, adults must be on site at the start of the club. Access is not 

available after the club has begun.

CLUBS: Making More of Molescroft 
FROM THE WEEK COMMENCING Monday 5th June 2017 
ALL INDOOR, AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS CLOSE ON 30th JUNE (except Theatre Club) 
ALL OUTDOOR, AFTER SCHOOL CLUBS CLOSE ON 7th JULY 

REMINDER 
RESIDENTIAL VISIT 
2018 
Meeting for Parent/
carers of YEAR 5 

On Thursday 22nd June at 6 
pm Parent/Carers of Year 5 
are invited to school for an 
extremely important meeting 
regarding the proposed 
Residential Visit for next 
year’s Year 6 to Derbyshire.  

Full details and costs will be 
explained.  


The meeting is not designed 
for the children, but there is 
limited room in the ICT suite if 
Parents/Carers  absolutely 
need to bring a child with 
them.  The meeting will be 
held in Mrs. Nicholl’s/Mrs. 
Grainger’s classroom.

A VERY IMPORTANT 
MEETING 



School Meals are Excellent Value.

Adult Guests for dinner. 
I am delighted that our meal service is so popular 
with not only our pupils but also with adult guests.  
There is however a limit to capacity for visitors.  If 
you intend to come to school to have lunch, please 
do not promise your child that you are coming 
unless you have a definite booking reserved.  We 
can take bookings up to a week in advance until 
capacity is reached.  I thank you for your 
understanding.

PUPIL DINNERS MUST BE PREPAID, no more 
than £2.30 will be accepted in arrears. Money 
must be sent to the classroom in a labelled 
envelope.  PLEASE DO NOT SEND LOOSE 
MONEY. Each room has a post box through 
which letters and money (providing it is in a 
labelled sealed envelope) can be sent to the 
school office.

Meals are advertised on the website and there 
is always the salad with two wraps option.
Children can self serve salad, vegetables and 
fruit salad and can have second portions.
* Please note; there are occasions e.g at Christmas, during the 
show week, and on sporting tournament days when it is not 
possible to accommodate extra adult guests at lunchtime.  The 
same applies on the first week in September when the priority 
is to reestablish systems for our pupils particularly our new 
starters.

Continuing our International Journey of culinary delights “Around the World on a Plate” we 
have one last specials, which our children can look forward to.  
Monday 17th July - Canada National Day
Canadian Style Gammon Steaks with Fries followed by 
Figgy Duff and Custard

Anyone wishing to know the details of any allergens in any of our 
meals provided can get the information from the school kitchen.  

Please telephone the normal school number 01482 861762  in order to 
be transferred.

Don’t forget that parent/carers and grandparents can 
come for just £3.30 a meal.  Please phone before 10 

a.m. to book and bring along photo ID with you.
HOWEVER THERE ARE NO PLACES AVAILABLE 

BETWEEN MONDAY 3rd JULY and FRIDAY 14th JULY.
We cannot accommodate guests on Sports Days and 

on the last day 21st July because of the Leavers 
Buffet.

Crofty’s Restaurant 
Around the World on a Plate 
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FAREWELL YEAR 6 
Seven years of 
memories and 
achievements. 
Remember ‘Once a 
mole, always a mole’ 

Year 6 will be given a special 
send off on Friday 21st July.  
They will be given a special 
guard of honour by the rest of 
the school and will leave 
through the main entrance. 

Parent/Carers of Y6, Friends 
Association committee 
members and Governors are 
invited earlier to join Y6 at 
10:30 a.m. for a special show 
which is to be presented by 
Y6.   They will also receive 
their briefcases.

At 12 noon on this day Y6 
and their guests are invited to 
share a special buffet lunch 
with the staff, in order to mark 
the end of the primary days. 
The cost of this is £2.30 per 
child.  (If parents have paid in 
advance for their child’s lunch 
no further payment is 
required).  The cost is £3.30 
for adults.  Parent/Carers of 
Y6, members of Friends 
Association, and Governors 
are also invited to attend.  

The buffet will be based in the 
Y6 classrooms.  Please fill in 
the slip at the end of the 
Newsletter.

This will be followed by a 
whole school final assembly 
at 1:45 p.m.  Again our guests 
are invited to stay for this 
annual rite of passage.

Traditionally on the last day, 
Year 6 like to collect 
signatures on their school 
polo shirt.  This is fine with 
me if it is fine with you, BUT 
the children MUST provide 

their own pen for this purpose 
and have a school jumper or 
second polo shirt to wear for 
the final assembly in the 
afternoon.

SUMMER SEMI FROZEN 
FRUIT KEBABS 

Pupils will be pleased to 
know that the Fruit 

Kebabs continue to be 
available at morning 

breaks until the end of 
term. Semi-frozen fruit 
kebabs will be available 

from the Friends’ Garden 
each morning break.  
They cost 30p each.  

Once again thanks go to 
Mrs. Hunsley, our 

extremely flexible cook, 
for facilitating this. 

A CELEBRATION OF 
THE BRITISH SUMMER 
SALAD 
A different hot 
component each day 
From 3rd July to 14th July the stage 
will be in the hall and all the 
technical equipment set up for our 
performances.  Rather than try to 
squeeze in and have to keep 
packing up and resetting the stage, 
dinners will be served from the 
pupil’s kitchen.  There will be no 
room however for guests.

For these lunches we shall be 
having a celebration of salads.  
There will be a wide range of 
options and changes each day. I 
promise the children this is not a 
few lettuce leaves and a tomato! 
There will be a hot element to the 
meal each day e.g pizza.  Watch out 
for the special menus when they are 
published. If the weather is pleasant 
children may also have the chance 
to dine alfresco in the Friends 
Garden and/or on the Year 2, Year 3  
& Year 4 picnic tables.

HEALTHY AND HEARTY 
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STARLIGHT EXPRESS 
Rounds 2 & 3 

Round 1 tickets will be 
issued on Thursday 22nd 
June. These were offered to 
Parent/Carers of children 
involved in the show.  The 
Round 2 ticket form will be 
issued on Friday and tickets 
will be distributed on 
Thursday 29th June .  Any 

remaining unsold tickets will 
be made openly available on 
Wednesday 5th July directly 
from the school office from 
8:30am 

Tickets are priced £7.50 but 
are not available to pupils of 
Molescroft Primary School 
nor to pre-school children.

STARLIGHT EXPRESS 
The Final Countdown
We are now in the final stages of 
rehearsal...and there is a lot to 
do.  There is a huge team 
involved in preparation of the 
performers, dancing, singing, 
musicians, costumes and 
technical.  I am so indebted to  
all.
Monday 3rd July: NO 
REHEARSAL due to stage 
construction
Thursday 6th 3pm to 6:30pm 
First Full Show run on the stage
Saturday 8th July 1 pm to 5pm 
Named soloists and the 
Freight and Marshalls technical 
rehearsal 
Sunday 9th July 1pm to 5pm – 
Full Dress Rehearsal Everyone
Please note that Dress 
Rehearsals are not predictable 
and sometimes overrun.  If 
this is the case this year, 
parent/carers needing to take 
their child from the rehearsal 
at 5pm may still do so ... just 
ask a teacher present.
Monday 10th July  3pm to 
6:30pm Full Dress Rehearsal 
Costumes will be required again. 

Wednesday 12th

Thursday 13th

Friday 14th  
Performances at 7 p.m.

6:00pm to 6:30pm  All 
performers should report and 
change into costume and into 
make up. The show should be 
over by 9.15pm. Children 
involved in the show may have a 
lie in on Friday 14th July.  Those 
choosing to do this should report 
to the office by 10.30 a.m.
Please note there will be no 
orchestra on this day but 
violin lessons will continue.
We shall give a performance to 
Y1 to Y6 on Tuesday 11th July at 
1:00pm. Note we may not 
finish until 3:45pm. If this 
would cause you a problem 

please give the office advance 
notice and we will make sure 
your child is available.  

If younger children are 
likely to be scared by 
loud music and flashing 
lights they do not have 
to watch.  Please advise 
the office accordingly. 

CHANGING ROOMS            
Y6 GIRLS Burgundy Room

Y5 GIRLS: Orange Room

Y4 GIRLS Green Room

URBAN DANCE BOYS: 
Yellow Room

VILLAGERS: Y6 NON 
URBAN BOYS: Red Room

PALACE GUARD: Y4/5 NON 
URBAN BOYS : Blue Room

NAMED SOLOISTS Y3 
CLASSROOMS

IF YOU HAVE A CHILD IN THE 
SHOW, BUT HAVE NOT 
RETURNED YOUR BOOKING 
FORM, PHONE THE SCHOOL AS 
SOON AS POSSIBLE. 
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June newsletter 
IMPORTANT UNIFORM 
REVIEW 
Full clarification on the 
school uniform to be 
effective from 1st 
September 2017 
In November I published 
the results of the Parent / 
Carer survey.

Among the comments were 
various views expressed 
regarding the school 
uniform and its 
interpretation!

I agreed that the time had 
come for a review and re 
establishment of the 
expectations.  The school 
uniform is the domaine of the 
School Governors.  The 
following therefore has been 
agreed by the Governing 
Body and will come into effect 
from the beginning of the new 
school year in September.  
There are not many changes, 
but there are clarifications 
which mean that some items 
being worn now will not be 
accepted in the school new 
year.  These are highlighted in 
red text.

THE NEW POLICY

There is a mandatory school 
uniform. The colours are a 
royal blue sweatshirt or 
cardigan INCLUDING THE 
SCHOOL BADGE over a 
yellow, white or emerald 
green polo shirt. The polo 
shirt may be plain or include 
the school badge. No other 
logos or badges are allowed.  
Other styles of shirts/blouses 
are not school uniform. The 
above is to be teamed with a 
skirt, pinafore dress, pair of 
shorts or trousers and these 
must be black or grey.  Visible 
socks or tights, must be plain 
grey, black or white. Blue, 
green, yellow gingham or 
striped dresses are 
acceptable in the summer 

months and are available 
from local suppliers. Cycling 
shorts are not appropriate for 
school wear.   Optional school 
branded caps, coats and 
hoodies (for outdoor wear 
only) are also available. 
Children are encouraged to 
have a hat/cap to wear in the 
summer months to protect the 
children during break times.  
Clothes and shoes, which are 
excessively short, long, tight 
or baggy, are unsuitable for 
school. Skirt length may be  
above the knee, but not 
excessively short.  Please 
remember children have to sit 
cross legged on the hall floor 
nearly every day.  

Parents are asked to think 
carefully about the 
classroom footwear they 
provide for their children to 
ensure healthy feet.  
Leather is breathable 
whereas many synthetic 
materials are not. 

Children do not change into 
plimsolls for indoor activities 
or P.E.  All children, however 
need a change of footwear in 
snowy weather, particularly if 
children wish to play on the 
field. A PE uniform consists of 
plain black shorts and black 
tee shirt (no logos or stripes 
etc.). Children from Y1 

upwards will also need 
additional warm clothing to 
add to the P.E. kit when it is 
cold outside.  This may be the 
school hoodie. Indoor dance 
and gymnastics are done 
barefoot. All children need a 
dedicated pair of training 
shoes for all year outdoor P.E. 
THESE MUST BE 
SEPARATE FROM 
CLASSROOM SHOES and 
have a good grip.   All 
branded items and black PE 
shorts and shirts are available 
from the school office. 

Children are asked not to 
bring large bags to school, but 
rather to use a drawstring bag 
(available from school £4) or 
a small duffel bag, shoulder 
bag or rucksack. A school 
rucksack (available from 
school £10) is optionally 
available but this does not 
replace the school book bag, 
which is mandatory. 

Jewellery should not be worn, 
as there is a danger that it 
may be caught on equipment. 
Any necklaces must be worn 
inside clothing and removed 
for P.E. Only studs are 
allowed for those with pierced 
ears. Children will have to 
remove their own earrings for 
P.E or provide from home 
plasters to cover them.

FROM SEPTEMBER: 

Children are expected to 
wear a polo shirt, but it 
doesn’t necessarily have 
to have the school logo 
embroidered.  

Children must however 
wear a school jumper or 
cardigan WITH the school 
logo. 
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Helping your child with core 
mathematical knowledge
From the Foundation Stage children 
need to learn the reality of numbers 
e.g. what does 10 look like?  
Children need to be able to recall 
quickly number bonds to 10, then to 
20 and then to 100.  A number bond 
is all the combinations to make the 
target number of 10, 20 or 100.  
Children should be able to describe 
these bonds as addition and 
subtraction calculations e.g.  3 + 7 = 
10 AND 10 – 7 = 3 AND 10 – 3 = 7 
Unlike spelling, there are a finite 
number of times tables which we 
require children to know. Not 
knowing multiplication tables by 
the end of year 4 is a severe 
handicap to success in maths. 

Multiplication tables have to be 
learnt by rote and recalled in 
different orders i.e. not just 1X, 2X, 
3X etc.  Children also need to know 
the inverse operations e.g. 3 
multiplied by 5 = 15 AND 15 divided 
by 5 = 3 and 15 divided by 3 = 5. 
Times table grids and other 
programmes such as Times Table 
Rock Stars will be used to support 
and encourage rapid recall. 

Golden Target / Golden 
Mole 
In the homework booklet there will 
be spaces for individual one off 
personal targets.  Not all, but some 
children may have ONE extra target 
at a time.  It will be to become 
secure in a highly specific skill or 
piece of knowledge. It will be a 
target which will be essential to that 
child’s future success in school.  
The child will be responsible for 
taking the challenge.  On achieving 
it, the child will be able to self award 
a Golden Mole Certificate.

Year 6 Revision 
As the year progresses children in 
Year 6 will also receive revision 
homework. This is to help prepare 
them for the National Tests (SATs) 
in May.

Extra Projects 

From time to time a piece of project 
or research homework will be set. 
Often the project will engage the 
child with his or her family and 
provide resources for further work in 
school.  These have largely evolved 
over time into special holiday 
activities.

Safety Net

Pupils with Special Educational 
Needs 

The curriculum expectation is the 
same for all children.  Clearly some 
children will be working on 
objectives from a previous year 
group.  Parents will know if this 
applies.  For the majority of children 
with a special educational need 
however the objective remains the 
same.  The ‘special need’ means 
that extra support or initiatives may 
be required to enable achievement.  
It does not mean the expectation is 
reduced. Parents/Carers have a 
role to play in this. Parents/Carers 
can act like Teachers and Teaching 
Assistants in school and support 
children to overcome certain 
hurdles, which then enable the child 
to be able to succeed at a task. 
Similarly, parents can encourage a 
child to go beyond a task if that is 

seen as appropriate. It is however 
vital that whereas parents are 
very much encouraged to be 
involved in homework, parents 
must not be tempted to do the 
work for pupils. 

Crises/Family Commitments 

If a child has not been able to do the 
work because of an unexpected 
occurrence, a brief note or email 
from a parent will be accepted 
without question.  

As homework is based largely on 
core skills and knowledge, children 
should not have a problem 
accessing their homework. 

The time taken to learn a core skill 
will vary from child to child.  Little 
and often is the best way to 
complete these homework tasks.  
There is a view that brains retain 
knowledge studied just before 
bedtime best.  Families can 
experiment with what works best for 
them.

If you have any thoughts on 
these proposals, please do let me 
know.

M.A. Loncaster

Parents should not 
have to worry 
about giving 
confusing advice 
because they are 
not familiar with  
current teaching  
methods. 
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Providing Homework which 
is most appropriate for 
Parents to support 
The school is no longer setting 
homework, linked to daily lessons 
in Maths or English.  This often 
leads to stressful experiences for 
parents and children as ‘modern’ 
systems can baffle.  Rather each 
Year Group will focus on a 
programme of KEY SKILLS and 
ESSENTIAL KNOWLEDGE, which 
every child should master.  These 
will be published at the beginning of 
every academic year.  Parents and 
Carers are encouraged to set up 
their own programme for supporting 
children to achieve these core 
areas.  The expectations will be 
related to the National Curriculum 
for the year group. Examples may 
be (depending on age) to:  

• spell a defined list of words

• learn a defined list of 
number bonds

• learn a defined list of 
multiplication/division tables

• tell the time

• understand money

Teachers will set up a testing 
programme for all the areas.  The 
date of each test will be entered on 
the homework booklet so that 
parents will know in advance of 
when tests are occurring.  There will 
be a minimum of one week’s notice.  
Children will have a homework 
booklet, which will indicate how the 
child achieves in each test.  The 
booklet will stay in the pupils’ book 
bag.  Each area will be re tested as 
the year progresses.

It is hoped that children will achieve 
on the first occasion, but memories 
can fade and revision is important.   

If children master all the core areas 
quickly, congratulations.  The 
reward will be that the child will find 
it easier to access the full 

curriculum.  Families should then 
encourage the child to seek every 
opportunity to further fulfill their 
experiences of reading the arts and 
sport.

Helping your child to spell
The English language is a rich but 
complex language but, despite its 
complexity 85% of the English 
spelling system is predictable. A 
child by learning the rules and 
conventions of the system and the 
spelling strategies, will become a 
confident speller. 

These are examples of strategies to 
help: 

* sounding words out: breaking 
the word down into phonemes 
(e.g. c-a-t, sh-e-ll) - many 
words cannot be sounded out 
so other strategies are needed; 

* dividing words into syllables, 
say each syllable as the word 
is written (e.g. re-mem-ber) 

* using the Look, say, cover, 
write, check strategy: look at 
the word and say it aloud, then 
cover it, write it and check to 
see if it is correct. If not 
highlight or underline the 
incorrect part and repeat the 
process; 

* using mnemonics as an aid to 
memorising a tricky word (e.g. 
people: people eat orange peel 
like elephants; could O U lucky 
duck) 

* finding words within words 
(e.g. a rat in separate) 

* making links between the 
meaning of words and their 
spelling (e.g. sign, signal, 
signature) - this strategy is 
used at a later stage than 
others; 

* working out spelling rules 
oneself—a later strategy; 

* using a dictionary as soon as a 
child knows how to. 

Parents/carers are asked to 
encourage children to have a go at 
spelling words they are unsure of. 
This will give children the 
opportunity to try out spelling 
strategies and to find those, which 
are most successful for each 
individual. Please always praise 
every effort. 

Each Year Group 
will focus on a 
programme of KEY 
SKILLS and 
ESSENTIAL 
KNOWLEDGE, 
which every child 
should master. 
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June newsletter 
HOMEWORK REVIEW 
A new approach to 
homework from 
September 2017 

As with school uniform, the 
2016 Parent carer survey 
contained various views 
regarding the setting of 
homework.

The team and I have looked 
closely at the system and 
believe the following four 
points should guide what is 
set for homework.

1. The Reading of the 
Guided Reading Book is 
paramount in importance.

2. Maths Homework in its 
current format can prove 
to be confusing to parents.

3. Homework should focus 
on the things which 
children need to know in 
each year and which are 
straight forward for 
parents to engage in.

4. Well spread out projects 
should be fun and 
engaging for the family

THE NEW POLICY: key 
points

What follows is a summary of 
the policy we intend to set up 
from September 2017.  Any 
comments will be most 
welcome.

Reading and 
Phonics 

Every child should engage with 
literacy every evening. Parents are 
expected to purchase for their child, 
from the school, a reading book bag 
to transport a reading book or any 
other school related work between 
school and home. It is expected that 
children will be encouraged to 

develop good reading habits at 
home. This includes independent 
reading, or sharing a book/story with 
parents each evening. 

Reading and comprehension are 
taught through 'Guided Reading' 
sessions, which are led, by teachers 
and TAs. There is an expectation 
that children will read a 
significant number of pages 
before each session. (The amount 
will clearly depend on the book and 
the age of the children.) For this 
reason, Literacy homework is 
primarily reading based, as it will be 
very important that children read the 
desired sections to enable them to 
participate effectively in the next 
Guided Reading session. Think of it 
as being a member of a Book Club. 
Pupils will not receive written 
exercises or literacy worksheets to 
complete unless they are 
specifically linked to the guided 
reading text. 

Your child will however bring home 
a Reading and Writing Journal 
where both you and your child can 
record any comments. In addition to 
this there are sections where the 
children can collect quality words 
and phrases, which they have read. 
These then become a 'Treasure 
Trove' of ideas, which can be used 
in any writing that the children have 

to complete at school. This vital 
homework activity carries high value 
and is part of a deliberate policy to 
use a high volume of reading to 
promote quality writing experiences 
and learning in school. 

As always, it is important that a child 
continues to read and discuss the 
texts with a parent or another adult 
at home. To help initiate discussion, 
the journal includes a list of possible 
questions adults may wish to use to 
ask the child about the books he or 
she is reading. 

The Guided Reading Book is the 
same as the Home Reading Book. It 
is possible however for children to 
borrow extra reading material from 
school, however the Home Reading 
Challenge must take precedence. 
Forgetting to bring the Guided 
Reading Book to school and/or the 
accompanying journal will have a 
detrimental effect on a child's ability 
to engage in Literacy at school. 

Competent/older readers must 
maintain their reading diet in order 
to reach high targets in Year 6. 
These children should still read to 
adults at home and parents/ carers 
should continue to ask their older 
children questions about the text.

Homework should 
focus on the things 
which children 
need to know in 
each year, and 
which are straight 
forward for parents 
to engage in.



MICHAEL HARDCASTLE TROPHY 2017    
Molescroft’s current year 5/6 players were keen 
to emulate last year’s winning team and were 
overjoyed to find they had 7 matches to 
compete in.

Their first opposition was Tickton and, with the 
games only 8 minutes long, they attacked with a 
vengeance. Harry Jarvis and Hayden Bennett 
had shots saved by the Tickton keeper and 
Josh Henderson’s strong performance ensured 
Molescroft had most of the pressure. Defenders 
Hayden Todd and Charlie Lewin kept things 
tight at the back and so the game ended in a 
goalless draw.

A team from Walkington came next and once 
again Molescroft kept possession for long 
spells. A great move led to Hayden Bennett 
scoring the first goal for his team, Josh H 
passed to Nick Taylor, whose shot rebounded to 
Hayden who then tucked the ball into the net. 
Keeper Will Britt needed to pull off a great save 
low off a rebound moments later, and after 
another strong attack Tickton managed to 
equalise before the final whistle. Final score 
1-1.

Looking for a win Molescroft, came up against a 
strong Minster side and got off to a great start. 
Nick ran onto a great clearance and slotted the 
ball past the despairing Minster keeper. 
However, the lead did not last long and after a 
slip at the back Minster equalised. Keeper Will 
pulled off a couple of diving saves and Josh 
Collier cleared the ball with some great 
heading, but inevitably Molescroft succumbed 
to the Minster onslaught and they won the 
game 2-1.

St Nicholas’ came next and a super 
interception from Charlie led to a promising 
attack. Unfortunately the keeper saved 
Hayden’s shot and a quick counter attack by St 

Nicks led to them gaining the lead. Brave 
goalkeeping from Will and superb effort in 
tracking back by Nick ensured the score stayed 
at 1-0.

With matches coming thick and fast Molescroft 
played Swinemoor next, another strong side 
this year.  At first the teams looked evenly 
matched with play going from end to end, but 
unfortunately Swinemoor scored 2 in quick 
succession leaving Molescroft   no time to 
regain their former momentum. Sadly another 
loss.  Undaunted and keen to gain a win, 
Molescroft took on Leconfield. Charlie had an 
early shot go just wide and super passing 
between Nick and Harry kept up the pressure. 
After a goalmouth scuffle Harry back-heeled the 
ball past the keeper to put his team in the lead. 
Charlie scored a late goal just as the final 
whistle blew giving Molescroft their first victory 
of the tournament.

In their final game against St John’s, Molescroft 
were on the hunt for goals. Hayden, Harry, Josh 
H, Nick, and Josh C all tried their best to score 
and after several attempts by Molescroft 
Hayden finally managed the last goal of the 
game, giving Molescroft their second win. 
Molescroft’s total points for their endeavours 
was 8, unfortunately not enough to win this 
year. However, they showed grit and 
determination, never giving up when the going 
got tough and they all thoroughly enjoyed the 
experience. Well done boys.  

“A seven match marathon in one 
night” 

Sports Mole 
Could the Moles retain the Trophy?

Minster won the trophy with 
Swinemoor second and Tickton 
third. 
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PLEASE PIN THIS PAGE TO YOUR HOUSEHOLD NOTICEBOARD
JUNE
Th 22nd 8:30am Governors’ Safeguarding Morning

9:15am Y2 Handball Tournament
6pm Meeting for Y5 Parents/Carers re the 2018 Residential Visit 

Fr 23rd 10am Rock Stars Times Tables: The Final
1:15pm Green Team Meeting
3:30pm to 6pm FOMS Summer Fun Evening

Mo 26th Pupil Reports will be published this week
9am KS2 Sports Day including FY & KS1 Tennis & Gymnastics Finals

Tu 27th Last Toddlers Group of the term
We 28th FY & KS1 Sports Day including KS2 Tennis, Table Tennis & Badminton
Th 29th Rehearsals for Exhibition of Work Evening: Recorders, Choir, Y2 & 

ORCHESTRA
5pm to 8:00pm Exhibition of Work & Cultural Evening

Fr 30th 6pm All Indoor after school clubs close tonight (except Theatre Club)
JULY

PARISH CENTRE CLOSED UNTIL FRI 14th JULY
Tu 4th Y6 Transition Day
Tu 4th - Fr 14th Festival of Summer Salads for dinner served in the Atrium
Th 6th 3:30pm Theatre Club 1st Rehearsal on the Stage
Fr 7th Sports Day Reserve
Sa 8th 1PM TO 5PM Soloists rehearsal on stage 
Su 9th 1PM TO 5PM Dress Rehearsal for musical 
Tu 11th 1:30pm Theatre Club Performance to School Y1 to Y6 

Please note the performance will finish at 3:45pm.  If you
need to collect your child at 3:30pm please inform the office.

We 12th FY visit to Honeysuckle Farm
7pm STARLIGHT EXPRESS

Th 13th 7pm STARLIGHT EXPRESS
Fr 14th 9:45am Yorkshire in Bloom Judging “Tubs of Culture”

7pm STARLIGHT EXPRESS
Mo 17th All Day: Special visit from Tibetan Monk Lama Oser

12 noon Canada Day Lunch at Crofty’s Restaurant
Tu 18th 8:50am Special Assembly for sports awards 
We 19th 8:50am Special Assembly for end of year 

presentations;
Th 20th Big Bounce for Prize Winners
Fr 21st 9:00 to 10:30 am LEAVERS CONCERT to KS1 & FY & Y3/Y4 
Fr 21st 10:30 am LEAVERS CONCERT to Y5 & Parents/Carers of Y6
Fr 21st 12:00 noon LEAVERS Lunch 
Fr 21st 1:45 pm FINAL ASSEMBLY: 
Fr 21st 3:20pm Procession of Y6 pupils applauded out of the school
Wed 6th September: School Reopens for the Autumn Term.
The date may not correspond with neighbouring schools.
Thursday 19th October 2017:  HISTORY OF HULL FESTIVAL      
Yours sincerely Michael Loncaster 
Head Teacher
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Y6 LEAVER’S BUFFET

Name of Child in Year 6 ___________________________________________

I confirm that my child will be attending the Leavers’ Buffet on Friday 21st July 2017, and enclose 
£2.30 towards the buffet, OR I have already paid / will be paying in advance for dinners for the rest 
of the term.

Signed Parent/Carer ___________________________________________________

I would also like to reserve ____________ places for adults at £3.30 per person.

I enclose a cheque made payable to Molescroft Primary School for the total of

£________

Signed Parent/Carer  ____________________________________________________


